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SIDAMONEWS 
 

April 2017 - Ed.N°57 - XXXIV year from the creation of the organization 
 

“Let’s spread felicity in our hearts and in our daily life, and we will be testifiers of His love” 
(Abba Sandro)  

 

Easter in Ethiopia with volunteers 
Here we are! In two weeks it will be Easter Day and this year 
it’s our turn! Silvia, Manu, Fulvia, Daniel, Chiara, Andrea. 
Ethiopia, people, missions, volunteers… I think of all them as 
I think about the retreat coming. I feel so lucky… and a bit 
inappropriate, but I also feel the enthusiasm of coming back 
to Ethiopia, even if only for a few days. I hear things like “these 
will be intense days”, “There will be a familiar, unique 
atmosphere”, “Volunteers are waiting for you”. What is taking 
us there? Our longing for a meeting with our volunteers, of 
living pros and cons of our missions, experiencing new 
projects and difficulties of their lives. Why not being 
fascinated by daily life in Ethiopia? And so I will try, with all 
my limits and shortcomings, but also with so much desire to 
tell them what we are doing and thinking here in Italy. Groups 
in Emilia with their idea of a cooperative society, people from 
Moggionico, weekend-working and long summer weeks, ZTL, 
and so many other stories… How to be prepared for that? We 
need you and we need to listen to you and your stories… 

(Andrea and all the people leaving for the retreat in Ethiopia) 
 

Fantastic youngs and where to find them 
A girl at her first experience wrote us: “It was less tiring 
working than doing nothing!” this means to be young people 
who try adventures to make the world better instead of lazing 
about on their comfortable couch. There was so much work 

from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. with just a break to eat something, to 
be continued on Sunday morning. We were really dog 
tired!We were worried about the numbers… we didn’t know 
who would have come: but then someone from Cinisello, 
some others from Villasanta, Rondinella, some people from 

other Sidamo’s 
groups, some 
students from the 
school in Sesto... 
thanks to all them 
we could have so 
much work to do. 
Providence helped 
us even taking care 
of the climate: it 
started to rain just 

as we finished! We can really find fantastic people and it’s not 
hard to do: just give them the occasion to prove it! 

(The group of Sesto) 
 

To “build bridges” in Suzzara 
“Let’s teach us it’s easier to build bridges than walls!”: these 
are the words from the Pope which guided our work on 11-12 
of March in Suzzara. It was all about bridges, boundaries, 
about that friendship which ties us to the community in 
Suzzara, a space between Suzzara and St. Prospero where the 

community gave us a rectory to stay in; for years we have 
been coming back here to do the same things with the same 
people who have been always loving us. It’s a heart-bridge, 
which ties our work to the poorest people in Ethiopia. ”We 
need to learn this. We all ask you would demand from us to 
walk the streets of fraternity… hold your hands… to keep on 
building longer bridges. Let this human bridge be the seed for 
many others to come; it will be the imprint.” Happy Easter!! 

(The group of Parma and Reggio Emilia 
Ejisera Project 

Here we are after more than one year! We would like to 
inform you about the efforts for the promotion of this project 
through Italy  We are happy to tell you that we let so many 

people know about the Egiserà and many stalls have been 
organized, with a good amount of money which has been 
destined to the project. Thank you for your dedication, and 
remember there is always the opportunity to show you all the 
material from the project, during weekends, summer camps 
and other meetings among Sidamo’s groups. Reference for 
the area of Lombardy: Betty, Simo, Diego, 
egisera.lombardia@gmail.com; there will also be soon a 
reference for Emilia Romagna, too! Come on! Let’s show and 
recommend these products to let all the Egiserà girls grow!! 

(Ejisera’s Staff) 

English Edition 
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#Staywithus in Oggiono 
I can see some tables outside on the square with twenty 
chairs and the sun shining: we decided to eat outside and 
concluded so our weekend in Oggiono. There could be no 
better way!! Some people asked me if it was worthy to come 

here to sell Easter eggs and collect up paper... yes, of course! 
Not just for the work, but for all that happens while working. 
You can meet that old new friend, make new friendships, chat 
with people about Ethiopia. Because you are not just working 
for that Ethiopia which changed your mind, you stay with 
friends, friends who live far from you but are at the same time 
so close, because you feel so alright!! 

(Valentina from Bologna) 
 
 

A prayer for 
We want to pray together for Abba Melles’ passing and for 
the victims of the tragedy which happened at the landfill in 
Koshe (Addis Ababa), caused by a landslide which killed 
also 7 boys of the mission in Makanissa. 

 
 

First-week-end work in Valera-Fratta 
We had our first-week-end work here in Valera to pick up iron 
materials. We didn’t have great expectations about it, 
because this is a little village, and we didn’t know how many 
people would have come to help. But our predictions have 
been totally overturned! And we filled three trucks with the 

material given from the local people. We are so happy 
because this is the proof of how our group has grown and 
realized something big, even if far away from the Salesian 
community. It gives us strength to go on and work hard in our 
little local reality! 

 
(Lorena from Valera Fratta - Pavia) 

Did you know that  
Moringa Stenopela is an endemic plant diffused in the 
south of Ethiopia. It is well known for its nutricional, 
therapeutic properties and its industrial use. But 
population isn’t really aware of its nutritious elements: it 

contains more 
calcium than milk, 
more vitamin C than 
oranges, more iron 
than spinaches, and 
more proteins than 
yogurt! The 
Organization of 

United Nations for the industrial development, by request 
of the President of Southern Nationals Nationalities and 
People and encouraged by the First Lady Roman Tesfaye, 
launched a project to enhance Moringa among rural 
communities in Ethiopia, to improve women condition. Its 
aim is to promote cooperatives and little feminine business 
which produce, manufacture and commercialize the 
products derived from Moringa plants. 

http://barbaraganz.blog.ilsole24ore.com/2017/03/19/moringa-la-
pianta-che-nutre-un-progetto-italiano-in-etiopia-dalle-donne-per-le-

donne/ 

 

Lent in Gambela 
It’s summer here, the hottest period f the year, this is a long 
Lent to Easter with temperatures over 40°C. But the oratory 
in the afternoon is always open and alive, with playgrounds 
for children, basketball, soccer and volleyball tournaments 
and competitions for young girls and boys. Activities of our 
parish church keep going on and, lately, we have started some 
projects, too, thanks to all the friends who love us: we created 
water springs in some villages. We got the help of many 
friends, of Mrs. Elizabeth in particular, who founded the 

project “A spring for Andrea”, dedicated to her son, and 
realized 15 water springs. Thanks from the bottom of my 
heart! Water is a primary resource here in Ethiopia, because 
of the temperatures and the lack of an aqueduct to bring 
water to people in the village and purify it. We just delivered 
a beautiful mill to the village of Aukoy: people there had to 
walk for more than 10 Km to make flour for their meal mush, 
their typical main food. We put it inside a little cabin and it 

http://barbaraganz.blog.ilsole24ore.com/2017/03/19/moringa-la-pianta-che-nutre-un-progetto-italiano-in-etiopia-dalle-donne-per-le-donne/
http://barbaraganz.blog.ilsole24ore.com/2017/03/19/moringa-la-pianta-che-nutre-un-progetto-italiano-in-etiopia-dalle-donne-per-le-donne/
http://barbaraganz.blog.ilsole24ore.com/2017/03/19/moringa-la-pianta-che-nutre-un-progetto-italiano-in-etiopia-dalle-donne-per-le-donne/
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will start working in a week. We went through the villages 
during Lent to show movies about the history of Jesus in their 
mother language, and we want to visit 11 villages. We created 
our equipment with white big sheets and wood poles, a 
power generator, a projector and an audio amplifier. To show 
this first movie in their mother tongue in lost villages of the 

savannah is a way to touch deeply many people’s heart, not 
mentioning children and young boys and girls, who are so 
impressed and participate with attention and make an 
applause when Jesus resuscitates in the end. 

(Abba Filippo from Gambela

  Events … 
 14-16 April: working camp for volunteers in Varese 

 18-22 April: Easter volunteers retreat in Ethiopia. 

 21 April: Long time volunteer meeting 

 22 April: 15th anniversary Abobo Health Center 

 22-23 April: working camp in Calvisano (Brescia) 

 29 April-1 may: retreat for youngs in Missaglia 

(Monza) 

 1 May: meeting for adults in Arese (Milan) 

 10 May: adoration for university students in Milan 

Sant’Ambrogio. 

 11 May: coordination meeting in Milan 

 13-14 May: Responsibles-Volunteers camp in Arese 

(Milan) 

 14 May: volunteers parents meeting in Arese 

 20-21 May: working camp in Reggio Emilia 

 26 May: Long time volunteer meeting 

 27-28 May: working camp in Oggiono (Lecco)  

 

For the Sidamonews, You can send  articles, letters and pictures to the following e-mails:vinci.patr1@gmail.com e/o 
ipatracci@gmail.com e/o frocca86@gmail.com  SidamoNews is available on  www.amicidelsidamo.org 

 
 

“Taking care the youngs means to raise always the goal. The ideal is never sufficiently high.” (Abba Elio) 

The quote 
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